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Spectra of real world networks exhibit properties which are different from the random networks.
One such property is the existence of a very high degeneracy at zero eigenvalues. In this work,
we provide possible reasons behind occurrence of the zero degeneracy in various networks spectra.
Comparison of zero degeneracy in protein-protein interaction networks of six different species and in
their corresponding model networks sheds light in understanding the evolution of complex biological
systems.
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Last two decades have witnessed a tremendous growth
in the studies of complex systems under the graph the-
ory framework [1]. This framework which describes a
complex system in terms of its interacting units, has not
only enabled us to understand the properties of large
complex systems, but has also shed light on the dy-
namics of evolution of these structural properties [2–5].
Though spectral graph theory is a well established do-
main [6–8], most of the studies in complex systems re-
search pertain to understanding the properties and be-
haviour of a system by analysis of various structural mea-
sures, whereas spectral analyses studies of graphs gen-
erated for real world systems are comparatively limited
[9–12]. The spectral investigations indicate that the pat-
terns of density distributions are distinguishing features
of different classes of model networks [13]. Further, ex-
tremal eigenvalues have been shown to contain useful in-
formation about the structure of the graphs [14]. Al-
though the bulk of real world networks bear reasonable
similarities with the model networks [7], some properties
differ significantly. One such property is the degeneracy
at the zero eigenvalue. Almost all biological and tech-
nological networks exhibit high degeneracy at the zero
eigenvalue [12, 15, 16], gene duplication being one of the
suggested reasons behind the occurrence of high degen-
eracy at zero eigenvalue in biological systems [17]. Many
biological systems are known to follow gene duplication
as the basic mechanism behind their growth [18], and
from a very simple matrix algebra calculation we know
that a node duplication leads to lowering of the rank of
the corresponding matrix and hence contributing to one
additional zero eigenvalue in the spectra. Although node
duplication provides a clue to the origin of zero degen-
eracy [19], it fails to provide a quantitative measure of
actual degeneracy observed in real world networks [15],
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indicating the contribution from other factors. Scale-free
behaviour or sparseness of real world networks have been
argued out to be other reasons responsible for degener-
acy at the zero eigenvalues [12, 15, 16]. In this work, we
explore origin of zero eigenvalues in various model net-
works. We substantiate the results by considering various
real world networks.
A network can be represented in terms of adjacency
matrix which is defined as,
Aij =
{
1 if i ∼ j
0 otherwise
.
The eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix are denoted by
λi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N such that λ1 < λ2 < λ3 < . . . < λN . A
theorem [20] relating the degeneracy at zero eigenvalues
with the properties of the matrix states that for an adja-
cency matrix of size N and rank r there will be exactly
N − r zero eigenvalues . Therefore, if we know the rank
of an adjacency matrix, we can find out the degenerate
zero eigenvalues. Factors responsible for lowering of the
rank of an adjacency matrix are enlisted in the following:
(a) When two rows (columns) have exactly same en-
tries, it is termed as complete row (column) duplication:
R1 = R2 (1)
Subtracting one such row from the other yields one of the
rows to attain all zero values, thus reducing the rank of
the matrix by one.
(b) When two or more rows (columns) added together
have exactly same entries as some other row or column,
we call it partial row (column) duplication. For example;
R1 = R2 +R3, orR1 +R2 = R3 +R4 +R5 (2)
(c)An isolated node in the network leads to all zero en-
tries in the corresponding row and column, thus lowering
the rank of the matrix by one.
Conditions (a) and (b) lead to linear dependence of
row (column), reducing the rank of the matrix. Note
that we consider a connected network in order to rule
2TABLE I: In order to demonstrate one to one relation between number of duplicates and zero eigenvalues, each time one
new add is added in a network of size N in such a manner it satisfies either complete duplication criteria (ii) or the partial
duplication criteria (iii). Dc represents number of duplicate nodes and λ0 indicates number of zero eigenvalues. Seed network
of size N = 100 and average degree 〈k〉 = 10.
N 100 101 102 102 103 104 104 105 106 106 107 108 108 109 110 110
Dc 0 1 2 0 3 4 0 5 6 0 7 8 0 9 10 0
Dp 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5
λ0 0 1 2 1 3 4 2 5 6 3 7 8 4 9 10 5
Condition - a a b a a b a a b a a b a a b
out the trivial possibility (c) of occurrence of zero eigen-
values. Further there are N(N − 1)/2 possible ways in
which condition (a) of complete duplication can be re-
alized, while for the partial duplication (b) among ‘x’
number of nodes with ‘y’ number of nodes, there can
be N !2.(N−x−y)! possibilities. Hence, for a given network,
checking the existence of condition (b) becomes compu-
tationally exhaustive as with increase in network size the
number of possibilities becomes very large.
In order to demonstrate the effect of duplication on
zero degeneracy, we construct an Erdo¨s-Reny´i (ER) ran-
dom network for size N and connection probability p us-
ing ER model [2] such that it has no duplicates and no
zero eigenvalues (row 1 of Table I). Next we add a node
to the existing network in a way that it satisfies the com-
plete node duplication criteria, i.e. condition (a). This
leads to exactly one zero eigenvalue corresponding to one
duplicate node. Addition of one more node mimicking
the previous node leads to two zero eigenvalues (row 2
and 3 of Table I). This demonstrates how complete node
duplication leads to zero eigenvalues (Fig. 1 (a)). Fur-
ther, we consider another situation where we devise our
algorithm such that two new nodes are added to the ex-
FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic diagram representing (a)
complete node duplication (Eq. 1) and (b) partial node du-
plication (Eq. 2) in networks.
isting random network in a way that in coalition they
mimic the neighbors of an existing node (condition (b)),
i.e. they duplicate an existing node (row 4 of Table I)
as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (b). Impact of duplications of
conditions (a) and (b) on the zero eigenvalues are pre-
sented in the subsequent rows of Table I. Thus, we ob-
serve that with entry of every new node in the network
satisfying condition (a) or (b) of complete or partial du-
plication, there is an addition of exactly one zero eigen-
value in the spectra. The number of duplicates (complete
or partial) equals the number of zero eigenvalues. The
density distribution at very low average degree yields a
peak at zero eigenvalue. With an increase in 〈k〉, the
peak of the density distribution flattens (Fig. 2 (a)).
In order to demonstrate the impact of network archi-
tecture on the duplication phenomenon, we present re-
sults for ensemble average of the scale-free (SF) networks
as they are known to have high degeneracy at zero eigen-
value. We generate the SF network using the preferential
attachment mechanism [21], where each new node gets
attached to the existing nodes with the probability pro-
portional to their respective degrees. This phenomenon
gives rise to power law degree distribution. Here at each
time step, a new node enters which is most likely to con-
nect with the highest degree nodes owing to the prefer-
ential attachment algorithm. The next entry also has a
tendency to attach with the highest degree nodes. From
the power law degree distribution of SF networks it is ev-
ident that there are very few high degree nodes which are
known as the hubs of the network and a large number of
low degree nodes. At low values of 〈k〉, there is a high de-
generacy at zero eigenvalue indicating high duplication.
This is because at low average degree, most of the low
degree nodes attain very few connections. By virtue of
preferential attachment property, these low degree nodes
have the highest probability to connect with the hubs of
the network, which increases the likelihood of any two
nodes to have the same neighbors, leading to a pair of
duplicate nodes. Although even with increase in aver-
age degree, the density distribution remains triangular,
there is flattening of the peak (Fig. 2 (b)). This might
be because the low degree nodes also tend to acquire
connections with nodes other than the hubs. All these
findings indicate that low average degree favors duplica-
tion. The explanation behind this can be given in terms
of the possible number of ways of duplication which is
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FIG. 2: (Color online) The density distribution of Erdo¨s-
Reny´i (ER) random networks and scale-free (SF) networks
for different average degrees and N = 1000. △, , ◦ and ∗
represent the data points of density distribution for 〈k〉=2, 4,
6 and 8, respectively. All values are averaged over 10 realiza-
tions of the networks.
the ratio of the possible number of combinations of du-
plication possessed by two k-degree nodes to the possible
number of combinations of random connections of those
nodes. This is given as k !
Nk
, where N is the total number
of nodes. As k increases, the possible number of ways
of duplication drastically decreases, thus explaining why
low degree supports duplication.
Since networks with power law degree distribution, i.e.
SF networks lead to high degeneracy in the spectra, we
further explore other model networks with power law de-
gree sequence. We construct the configuration model
network by taking the degree sequence of the connected
SF network as input. Each node of the corresponding
configuration model is allotted stubs equal to their de-
gree, then these stubs are paired with uniform proba-
bility [22–24]. This generates a configuration model for
a given degree sequence. Only connected networks are
carried further, rest all are discarded. In spite of hav-
ing randomly assigned connections, they display a much
higher zero degeneracy as compared to the ER random
networks (Fig. 3 (a)). The configuration model networks
are not generated using the preferential attachment prop-
erty as of the SF networks. So this possibility is ruled
out as a reason behind the higher degeneracy of configu-
ration model networks as compared to ER random net-
works. The particular (the power law) degree sequence
emerges as a probable reason behind high degeneracy at
zero eigenvalue in the configuration model. Due to the
power law behaviour, there exists a large proportion of
nodes with a low degree which for 〈k〉=2 are peripheral
nodes. Only a few nodes having high degree act as the
hubs. The large number of low degree nodes get ran-
domly attached to high degree nodes i.e. the peripheral
nodes attach with the hubs only, leading to the com-
plete duplication of these nodes. While in case of ER
networks, duplication is less likely as all the nodes have
their degrees fluctuating around the average degree. The
configuration model networks exhibit lower peak at zero
eigenvalue as compared to SF networks (Fig. 3) as it is
a randomized version of the SF network. This indicates
that apart from the preferential attachment phenomenon,
the particular degree sequence is also responsible for high
degeneracy at zero eigenvalue.
So far we have discussed the impact of network archi-
tecture on the duplication and the zero degeneracy. In
the following, we evaluate the impact of average degree
and size on the same. For a fixed network size, when
the average degree of the ER random network increases,
there is an increase in the number of connections. The
probability that any node has exactly the same set of
neighbors as any other node is given by 〈k〉
2k
e2〈k〉k !Nk
. With
an increase in 〈k〉, this probability diminishes exponen-
tially. This implicates reduction in the node duplication.
Fig. 3 (a) exhibits that at low average degree, the number
of complete duplicates is much less as compared to the
number of zero eigenvalues, indicating that the contribu-
tion to occurrence of the zero eigenvalues comes mainly
from the partial duplicates. With an increase in the av-
erage degree, the number of duplicate nodes as well as
the number of zero eigenvalues decrease. In order to fur-
ther explore the impact of duplicates on zero degeneracy,
we consider model networks other than the ER random
networks generated using different algorithms, some of
which might support node duplication. In case of a SF
network of the same size and the average degree, a much
higher number of duplicates and zero eigenvalues are ex-
hibited as compared to the ER random network (Fig. 3
(a)), but both the counts decrease with an increase in the
average degree. The configuration model networks dis-
play less complete duplicates and zero eigenvalues values
than that of the SF networks, as apart from the degree se-
quence there does not exist any other preference for asso-
ciation of nodes. With an increase in the average degree,
number of complete duplicates and the zero eigenvalues
decrease. On a further increase in the average degree,
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Effect of the change in the network
parameters, namely, size (N)and the average degree (〈k〉) on
the number of the duplicates and zero eigenvalues in different
model networks. All values are averaged over 10 random real-
izations of the networks. Note that for ER random networks,
connected component could not be obtained at 〈k〉=4 for N
above 1000. Here the △, ◦ and  represent the Dc of the ER,
SF and configuration model networks, respectively. The solid
△, ◦ and  represent the Dc of the ER, SF and configuration
model networks, respectively.
4TABLE II: Properties of the six PPI networks and their comparison with ER random networks, SF networks generated using
BA algorithm and corresponding configuration model networks (of the same degree sequence as of the PPI networks). Dc,
D
ER
c , D
BA
c and D
conf
c denote the number of complete duplicates in the PPI networks, ER random networks, SF networks and
configuration model networks, respectively. λ0, λ
ER
0 , λ
BA
0 and λ
conf
0
represent the number of degenerate zero eigenvalues in the
PPI networks, ER random networks, SF networks and configuration model networks, respectively. The ER and SF networks
are generated for average over 10 different realizations of the networks by keeping N and average degree same.
Species N 〈k〉 λ0 Dc λ
ER
0 D
ER
c λ
BA
0 D
BA
c λ
conf
0
D
conf
c
H. pylori 709 3.935 317 146 0 0 155 17 163 79
H. sapiens 2138 2.872 976 662 0 0 469 33 512 309
E. coli 2209 9.895 487 323 0 0 0 0 569 200
C. elegans 2386 3.206 1354 940 0 0 528 29 818 569
S. cerevisiae 5019 8.803 864 491 0 0 0 0 950 314
D. melanogaster 7321 6.159 2311 1046 0 0 110 0 1621 687
the number of complete duplicates and zero eigenvalues
coincide to negligible values for all the three networks.
At a fixed average degree, with increase in the size of
the networks, both number of complete duplicates and
zero eigenvalues increase in case of SF and configuration
model networks, with zero degeneracy being higher as
compared to complete duplication. The number of du-
plicates and zero eigenvalues however, remain negligible
in case of ER random networks even with increase in size
(Fig. 3 (b)).
Keeping in view the high zero degeneracy prevalent in
real world systems [25], in the following we attempt to
analyze how our investigation pertaining to model net-
works shed light on to the reasons behind high degener-
acy at zero in real world systems. We analyze the protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks of six different species
namely H. Pylori, H. sapiens, D. melanogaster, S. cere-
visiae, C. elegans and E. coli. As depicted in Table II,
the number of zero eigenvalues are more than the number
of complete duplicates indicating the existence of partial
duplicates in the underlying networks. We generate ER
random networks of the same size and average degree as
of the six PPI networks. Table II reveals that the gener-
ated ER random networks have absolutely no degeneracy
at zero eigenvalues and no duplicates. As the PPI net-
works are SF in nature [12], we generate SF networks of
the same size and average degree as of the PPI networks
using BA algorithm. We find that though corresponding
SF networks lead to a high degeneracy at zero, as ex-
pected the number of zero eigenvalues and complete du-
plicates are much less than those of corresponding PPI
networks. It may be due to the fact that the SF net-
works so generated display power law behaviour and need
not have the same degree sequence as of the PPI net-
works. We further construct corresponding randomized
models of the real systems, i.e. configuration models hav-
ing the same degree sequence as of the six PPI networks.
We observe that the configuration model networks have
much higher zero degeneracy and complete duplication
as compared to the SF networks generated using BA al-
gorithm. This observation is quite intriguing as it has
been demonstrated that the SF networks generated us-
ing the BA algorithm have higher duplication and degen-
eracy as compared to their corresponding configuration
models (Fig. 2 and 3). But it would be noteworthy to
mention that the configuration models generated in the
case of model networks were the ones having exactly the
same degree sequence as of the BA-algorithm generated
SF networks. While in case of the PPI networks, the
configuration models preserve the degree sequence of the
PPI networks. This indicates that not only the power
law behaviour of the networks accounts for duplication,
but the very nature by which the real world PPI networks
have evolved and acquires a degree sequence which favors
duplication and leads to degeneracy at zero.
To conclude, all the real world networks show more
zero degeneracy than the corresponding random mod-
els, indicating that equivalent number of nodes are com-
pletely duplicated (condition (a)) or have partial dupli-
cations (condition (b)), as depicted by Table II. Gene
duplication mechanism has been emphasized in evolu-
tionary biology to be a driving force for creating new
genes in a genome [18, 26–28]. As duplicated genes are
known to acquire mutations faster than other genes re-
sulting in divergence of functions [29], the PPI networks
exhibiting prevalence of duplicates is quite interesting as
well as intriguing.
Most of the real world networks are scale-free in na-
ture, which renders few nodes connected with almost all
other nodes in the network, leaving lot of nodes having as
less as one connection with the hub only. This naturally
leads to lot of complete duplicate nodes (condition (a)),
which in turn leads to a high degeneracy at zero. Scale
free networks generated through preferential attachment
algorithm yield a good number of duplicated nodes, ow-
ing to very much nature of the algorithm, in turn leading
to equivalent degeneracy at the zero eigenvalue. Since in
the preferential attachment, a new entry in the network
has more probability to connect with the existing hubs
making it more probable that it connects with the same
set of nodes which gained connections with the previous
entry. Since such kind of biases does not exist in configu-
ration model, as expected it exhibits less duplicates and
hence less degeneracy at zero. With an increase in the
5average degree, it becomes difficult for pair(s) of nodes to
satisfy condition (a) or (b), as more connections will lead
to more probability of destroying duplication, leading to
a constant decrease in the zero eigenvalues.
We explore the origin of zero degeneracy in the network
spectra. Our analysis sheds light on the mechanisms
which collectively lead to zero degeneracy in the real
networks. Further, we correlate the occurrence of zero
degeneracy with the evolutionary origin of a network.
Comparison of the number of duplicates and zero degen-
eracy in the PPI networks of six different species with
their corresponding configuration models reveals that in
addition to the power law behaviour of the real networks,
other factors also contribute to node duplication leading
to comparatively high zero degeneracy. Duplicated gene
pairs have been emphasized to confer evolutionary sta-
bility to many biological systems [30, 31]. The analysis
carried out in this work combined with the occurrence of
exceptionally high peak at zero degeneracy in real world
networks, can be extended to understand other complex
systems as well as to build up robust technological net-
works.
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